360 KEMPTON RD

GLENDALE, CA 91202 | MLS #: 318003576

$2,299,999 | 4 BEDS | 4 BATHROOMS | 2 CAR GARAGE | 2962 SQUARE FEET
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View Online: http://www.mysinglepropertywebsites.com/74391
For Instant Photos: Text 266678 To 415-877-1411
This radiant 4bed/4bath Mid-Century Modern work of art will inspire your every
day. From the moment you open the stunning commercial sized pivot door and
cross the threshold into this light, bright and beautiful open space you will feel
rejuvenated by expansive views and the careful, artistic attention to detail
throughout your home. The circular living room at the heart of the home is MidCentury Modern perfection that overlooks a bright blue pool backed by cityscape
below. The layout maximizes privacy and space while still offering an open
concept feel that makes for an entertainer's dream! Gatherings will transpire in the
formal dining room that boasts a custom temperature controlled wine room and
spills into the resort like backyard. The open concept gourmet chef's kitchen boasts
an oversized custom built center island, with custom modern finishes and top of
the line appliances and overlooks an open family room with floor to ceiling glass
windows of city light and canyon view...
Cork and custom tile flooring
Gourmet Chef's Kitchen
Master retreat
Expansive Views
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Custom-built, Temperature-Controlled Wine
Closet
Resort like back yard
Key Shaped Pool
Built-in fire pit

AGENT INFORMATION

ABOUT JESSICA L. ROMERO

Jessica L. Romero
P: 626-414-7464
License # DRE: 01920921
jessicalromero@kw.com
jessicalromero.com/

Jessica’s area of expertise is not only assisting local buyers
and sellers with meeting their real estate goals efficiently
and without hassle, but also in providing data-driven
assessments of value for a wide array of properties.

Keller
Williams
Realty,
01444805
251 S. Lake Ave. Suite 320
Pasadena, CA 91101
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Disclaimer: All information deemed reliable but not guaranteed.

From fixers to investments to high end, re...

